Report of State level Youth Training on
Nature, Human and Wildlife Mutual Co-Existence
Press Brief:
Mutual coexistence is inevitable for sustainable growth
The impact of climate change and increasing natural disasters is an alarming
bell for all human beings now a days, if the nature is not respected one day
man will disappear like dinosaur said eminent freedom fighter Bhabani
Charan Pattnayak while inaugurating the two days State Level Youth Training
on Nature- Man-Wildlife Mutual Coexistence at Redcross Bhawan,
Bhubaneswar.
The relationship between man,
wildlife and nature is inseparable.
Gandhiji emphasised the need for
living in intimate kinship with nature
and animals said State Director of
NSS Pradipta Pattnaik. The acting
Zonal Director of Neheru Yuva
Kendra Rita Bhagat had emphasized
the role of youth to be the change
agent for a peaceful society. Looking
to the present way of solution of
environmental challenges faced by
the world, one can hardly have an
optimistic view for the better solution.
In such a situation only ray of hope
lies in the Gandhian approach said
former State Information Commissioner Jagadananda. We need a sustainable
society, which works in partnership with nature and conserve natural
resources.

Perfect and meaningful existence lies in peaceful co-existence with all living
beings, human and nature said eminent environmentalist Dr. Rina Routray.
The daylong thematic session was going on with different subjects on
Understanding mutual coexistence & its challenges by Prof Radhamohan,
Environment: co–existence of nature–human–wildlife by Dr.Rina Routray,
Youth Perspective and Responsibility on Mutual Coexistence by Eminent
Author Barendra Kumar, Water conservation and Health of River by
Sudarshan Das, Mindless Mining vs sustainable development by Dr.D B
Hrudaya, Eco Development for sustainable future by Chaitanya Biswal,
Biodiversity conservation through Community Based Natural Resource
Management by Dr.SN Patro and man and animal conflicts vs protection of
forest by Bibhu Prasad Mohanty.
Former member of state commission for women Namrata Chadha had chaired
the
inaugural
session
while
secretary of Vinoba Seva Pratisthan
Manoj Jena had highlighted the
core objectives of the training. An
action plan was formulated later on.
Vinoba Seva Pratisthan (VSP) in
association with Gandhi Smriti &
Darshan Samiti (GSDS) New Delhi
had organised the programme
where more than hundreds of
youths across the state had
participated. The training was
coordinated by Bijay Pradhan,
Lipsita Paramguru, Ajay Behera, Amiya Barik.

Detailed Report
After participants registration, the inauguration had stated, the guest were Mr.
Pradipta Pattnaik, head of NSS,Odisha, Mr.Jagadananda, former state
commissioner of RTI, Mr.Bhabani Charan Pattnaik, freedom fighter and ex MP,
the ceremony was presided by Mrs.Namrata Chadha, former member of State
commission for Women. Mr. Bijay Pradhan, state convenor of Ekta Parishad
welcomes to all guest and invited to lighten and garlanding Gandhi Vinoba
Photograph. The welcome song was sung by Mrs.Pravasini Rout. Mr. Manoj Jena,
the General Secretary of VSP had briefed about the objectives of the two days
training. According to him the core objectives was
• Invite everyone who believes in the spirit of Gandhian approach to
environment and conservation of nature.
• To create a platform of youth having common thoughts and views for a
collective living with peace, harmony and universal brotherhood with
contemporary environmental concern;

• To train how to create awareness on nature–human–wildlife co–existence.
• To aware about optimal use of Natural Resources and Management.
•

To infuse the volunteerism and constructive action into the mind of the
youth for biodiversity protection.

•

To endeavor to infuse the Gandhian philosophy of sustainable development
based on environmental concern

The chief speaker Pradipta Pattnaik told about NSS planning to afforest the 480
km coastal line of Odisha with association with forest department. He warned the
consequences of disasters like super
cyclone or Tsunami will happen if we do
not respect the nature. Mr. Jagadananda
had informed about the recent Odisha
Vikash
Conclave
where
disaster
preparedness was a core subject of
discussion. He quoted prime minister of
India Mr Narenda Modis speech at UN
assembly on SDGs that the prominence
should be given to environment goals,
especially climate change and sustainable
consumption. The inaugurator Mr
Bhabani Charan Pattnaik had called the
youths to respect nature and animals to
maintain eco system. Freedom does not mean to rule over others but to understand
the necessity of others to live in a dignified live. Live and let Live was the mantra
of Gandhiji. Mutual co existence of the essence part of human beings.
The thematic session was started with resource persons like Mr. Sudarshan Das,
eminent
columnist,
Dr.Rina Routray, eminent
environmentalist, Dr. S.N.
Patro, president, Odisha
Environmental
Society.
Mr Das presented on
Water conservation and
Health of River. He

discussed about
issues at length
from pollution
rivers, general

various
ranging
of our
hygiene,

global warming. He lamented how penguins are dying due to melting of arctic
glaciers. If this goes on unchecked, the day is not far away when humans will see
their own dooming due to natural calamities, devastating floods. The water level is
rising in all the water bodies. Yamuna was so clean once upon a time that the
reflection of Taj Mahal could be seen in it. Saraswati, Prachi, Chandrabhaga all are
extinct rivers now. Many places like Lahore, Yemen are facing water crisis.
Dr. S.N Patro discussed about biodiversity conservation through community based
natural resource management. Mutual correlation and mutual existence are the
need of the hour.
He also corrected the understanding of the audience about rivers drying up. He
said that rivers don’t dry, rather they get restricted to an underground canal, for
instance, Gangua river. Same is the case with Prachi river.
He shared his experience of visiting Simlipal where the villagers of cordial
maintain a balance between ecological and community management. Take a bit
from nature, without harming it, say the villagers of Cordial. They may be referred
to as Illiterate, but they are not uneducated, they definitely understand the
importance of man’s relation with his surroundings and nature.
Dr Rina Routray presented her speech on Environment: co–existence of nature–
human–wildlife.
The day two program started with peace song by Dolly Apa then Mr
Manoj Jena briefed about the day one discussion. Then he invited
Dr. D.B. Hrudaya, chaiman of Odisha Follow Up, Dr.Bibhu Prashad
Mohanty, Researcher of Swaminathan Foundation to Dias.
Dr. Hrudaya, discussed about sustainable development. He highlighted issues of
mindless mining. For mutual co-existence of all, man should learn to treat nature
well. Human greed is ruining the balance. The concept of sustainable development
was started as a revolution by different tribal communities before the era of
Industrial Revolution. Even
today, the tribes still hold
on to their belief of Barters
system, you take, you give.
They take as much as which
will not harm the nature.

Dr. Bibhu Prasad Mohanty
had showed concern over
the health of village women
which is degrading due to
Brown gas. It affects the

respiratory system. Around 6.5 lakh
women in India cook in the same
conventional way. The smoke is
equivalent to 60-70 cigarettes in one
blow. He also emphasized on the
importance of renewal sources of
energy such as solar and magnetic
energy.
Road Map Session:
Facilitators are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bijay Pradhan
Barendra Kumar
Ashok Jena
Tapan Pati
Rajiv Pattnaik

Shri Bijay Pradhan discussed about the
topic “Land and Forest Rights”. He said
tribals are protector of forest but
unfortunately they were exploited by so
called elite sections of the society.
Adivasis are worshiping trees and
nature, if they will be properly cared,

the biodiversity be saved. The govt.
should provide land as per forest
rights act. Nature, civilization and
flora-fauna are interrelated in a
circular
pattern.
He
even
highlighted the importance of willpower, friendship, being protective.
These ideologies were implemented
as part of a scheme launched in 2006 called “Mo GharaYojana”.
An eminent writer Shri Barendra Kumar emphasized on Youth and environment.
Will power is required for ensuring success of the action plan. The procedure is
“start, struggle and lead to shining mode”.To bring change in the society, “Think,
Execute and execution’s result is happiness of millions” he inspired.
Shri Ashok Jena, working on water conservation asked for equal participation of
young volunteers for sustainable development. This is an urge for leadership.

He had given some example of his work in tribal district where the inhabitants had
shown example of water conservation and management.
Shri Rajiv Pattnaik said Fiancé, responsibility and mutual development will take
us together to new heights if development.
Shri Tapan Pati, a young media person advised that being selfless is the way to be
a good social worker. He said about the similpal sanctuary where the mafia has
undertaken illegal deforestation and poaching, which is a threat to ecology. He has
advised govt. to take strong action against the mafias and corrupt officials
involved in this illegal act.
After deliberation, the house had opened for question and answer session.
Questionnaire:
1. Mr. Sujeet from Rajdhani College – How to maintain a balance between
development and environmental rights?
2. Mr. Bijay from Janla – How to deal with corruption related to tribal rights?
3. Mr.Ashim from BJB College – What are the methods that will lead to forest
conservation?
4. Ms Barsha from Debray College - What’s the importance of forest
conservation?
5. Ms Sarita from BJB Journalism - What’s the importance man and animal
relationship?
All the queries were answered by different panelists.

Action Plan by Participants:
1. Sujeet – I want to plant as much trees as possible and will also influence
others to do the same.
2. Barsha – I will work on plastic recycling.
3. B. Samantray – I will work for environmental conservation
4. JagannathBarik – I will disseminate this workshop message and motivate at
least 100 other students.
5. Amiya – I will form 10 peace clubs in 10 colleges for green environment.
6. Sushil Mohapatra – I will organise same kind of awareness program in my
college.
Conclusion:
The workshop conducted by VSP and supported by GSDS was taken into
consideration of high ethical values and need of the hour. The participants were
given diffeent techniques of skilling to live in a mutual coexistence for a
peaceful society.

Best Young Environmentalist Award

Dhauli Art College Participants exhibits Art on Mutual Coexistence at Workshop

